Background: Outcomes of total knee arthroplasty are closely related to articular geometry of implanted prostheses. Geometry has a competing effect on kinematics and contact mechanics of prosthetic knee such that an implant geometry that generates lower contact pressure will impose more constraints on knee kinematics. The geometric parameters that may cause this competing effect have not been well understood. This study aimed to quantify the underlying causal relationships between implant geometric variables and its performance metrics.
Introduction 1
geometric variables, were imported into the commercial finite element package (ABAQUS/Explicit, V6.12 54 Simulia Inc., RI, USA). Each tibiofemoral knee implant consisted of two main parts; femoral component and 55 tibia insert. Rigid body assumptions were applied to both femoral and tibial insert components, with a simple 56 linear elastic foundation model defined between the two contacting bodies [37] . Tetrahedral (C3D10M) 57 elements were used to mesh the tibiofemoral knee implants in ABAQUS. Convergence was tested by 58 decreasing the edge length of elements from 8 mm to 0.5 mm in five steps (8, 4, 2, 1,and 0.5 59 mm). The solution converged on the parameter of the interest ( 5% -contact pressure) with over 86000 60 elements depending on the dimensions of the candidate femoral and tibial components. Penalty based contact 61 condition was specified at the tibia insert and femoral component interface with a friction coefficient of 0.04 62 [37] . 63 Kinematics and contact mechanics were calculated based on a computational model of Stanmore knee 64 simulator [38] [39] [40] [41] . Stanmore simulator is a well-established load-controlled knee simulator in which in vivo 65 environment of knee joint is replicated through applying forces and moments to femoral and tibial 66 components [42, 43] . Soft tissue constraints were modeled with mechanical spring-based assembly consisted Anterior-posterior (AP) force and internal-external (IE) torque were applied to the tibia insert; (2) femoral 71 component was free in valgus-varus direction while it was constrained in anterior-posterior, medial-lateral and 72 internal-external directions. Flexion angle and axial load were applied to the femoral component. The required 73 boundary condition (flexion angle) and load profiles (axial force, AP force, and IE torque) were obtained from 74 a normal gait cycle similar to our previous study [28, 45] (Figure 3a) . The contact pressure and kinematics 75 were calculated over the whole flexion cycle. In this study, only maximum contact pressure and kinematic 76 range of motion (ROM) including anterior-posterior range of displacement (A-P ROM) and internal-external 77 range of rotation (I-E ROM) were reported (Figure 3b) . 78
Artificial neural network surrogate 79
Feed forward artificial neural network (FFANN) is a well-known approximator [28, [45] [46] [47] , capable of6 three-layer FFANN with one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer was constructed (Figure 4) . 82 This structure had sixteen inputs (geometric variables, see Figure 1 ) and three outputs (maximum contact 83 pressure, A-P ROM and I-E ROM, see Figure 3b ). Details of this neural network can be found in our previous 84 studies [28, [45] [46] [47] . In brief, hidden neurons were activated by "hyperbolic tangent sigmoid" function and 85 output nodes were activated with a "pure line" function to produce a weighted sum of hidden neurons in the 86 output. The aforementioned 256 randomized geometries and their associated performance metrics, computed 87 through FE models, served as the training data space for the neural network. This data space was randomly 88 divided into three distinguished subsets: train (70%), validation (15%) and test (15%). Train and validation 89 subsets were used to train the network and adjust the connection weights through a gradient descent back 90 propagation algorithm with an adaptive learning rate. Validation subset was used to evaluate the "prediction 91 accuracy" of the trained network, whilst test subset was mainly used to assess the "generalization ability" of 92 the trained structure for new sets of inputs. "Prediction accuracy" was defined as the normalized root mean 93 square error between FFANN predictions and FE computations. "Generalization ability" was defined as the 94 percentage of the test data space that was accurately predicted by the FFANN. In brief, there was a trade-off 95 between "prediction accuracy" of the network and its "generalization ability". Both generality and accuracy of 96 the network were in turn affected by the number of hidden neurons and the error goal, used in the training 97 procedure. A precise error goal or more number of hidden neurons adjusted the weights precisely and 98 increased the accuracy of the network. However, too many hidden neurons or a rigorous error goal decreased 99 the generality of the trained network due to over-fitting and yielded to an increase in the prediction error on 100 the test subset [49] Where E T is a feature matrix consisted of all eigenvectors of matrix T. PC values were in fact the 115 secondary "independent" variables for the primary "inter-dependent" variables (geometric variables and 116 performance metrics). Each PC value consisted of two parts: one part was related to the geometric variables 117 and the other was related to the performance metrics. The first part represented how the geometric variables 118 varied together and the second explained how the resultant performance metrics were changed accordingly. 119 The normalized ratio of PC values corresponding to the "geometric variables" to the PC values associated 120 with the "performance metrics" were interpreted as relative contribution (RC) indices of geometric variables to 121 the implant function (0 RC 1). 122
Results 123
The geometric variables were randomly sampled and a total number of 500 probabilistic tibiofemoral 124 designs were created. For a number of 256 candidate designs, kinematics and contact mechanics were 125 computed using FE simulation ( Figure 5 ). The simulation time for a complete gait cycle, discretized into 100 126 increments, was approximately 40 minutes for each FE model on a dual core CPU (2.93GHz, 4GB RAM). 127 The performance metrics were then outlined through the maximum contact pressure, A-P ROM and I-E ROM. 128
A three-layer FFANN, with sixteen geometric variables as inputs and three performance metrics as outputs, 129 was trained based on FE computations. Table 2 summarizes the performance of this network for different 130 numbers of hidden neurons and a variety of error goal values. It was found that the more precise the error goal 131 was, the more epochs were needed to train the network. More training epochs in turn yielded to a network 132 with lower generality. For example, for the error goal of Err=0.01, training epochs ranged from 800 to 1200 133 and generality varied from 36% to 54%. For an error goal of Err=0.1 however, lower numbers of training 134 epochs were needed (498 to 660) and the generality ranged from 90% to 100%. Also, with a precise error goal8 On the other hand, with a flexible error goal (Err=0.1 and 0.2), increasing the number of hidden neurons 138 enhanced both prediction accuracy and generality of the trained network. Table 2 femoral frontal radius contributes to the conflicting effect of the frontal conformity since both I-E rotation and 156 contact mechanics were related to this geometric variable. 
Discussion 158

Neural network surrogate model 159
Ideally, all of the randomized implant geometries should be evaluated using FE method. However, FE 160 simulation is computationally expensive which makes it impractical to be used iteratively for hundred accurate and valid for those inputs which lay within the training data base. In the present study, the proposed 173 FFANN was trained using the FE computations of those candidate implants which were built from the 174 minimum and maximum values of the geometric variables (critical candidates). 
Validation 176
Overall, the general trends of finite element computations were well compared with the previously 177 published experimental and computational literature for the fixed-bearing cruciate retaining implants [38] [39] [40] [41] . 
Limitations and future research direction 212
There were several limitations in this study: (1) rigid body constraints were applied to both femoral and 213 tibial components. Halloran et al (2005) showed that rigid body analysis of the tibiofemoral knee implant can 214 calculate contact pressure in an acceptable consistence with a full deformable model whilst rigid body analysisneural network, rigid body constraints were applied; (2) contact mechanics of knee implants were outlined as 217 contact pressure. However, wear should be considered as a more rigorous tribological metric [ alleviate the competing effect of implant geometry on its performance metrics. Accordingly, various future 224 directions from this study can be considered: (1): on the methodological level, more tribological metrics (e.g. 225 wear) can be included into the computational framework; (2) on the validation level, a 3D printer can be used 226 to print different tibiofemoral components for testing in an in vitro set-up. It is expected that increasing the 227 conformity via changes in the in the femoral and tibial distal radii leads to higher adverse effects on the 228 implant constraints (due to simultaneous impact on contact pressure and kinematics) compared to a high 229 conformity design which is achieved through changes in tibia frontal radius. 230
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